In this paper, we try to focus on word order variation in the light of the Linearization Hierarchy in Ilami dialect. Several hierarchies have been suggested in this regard. It should be noted that this topic has been discussed in different languages, including English and Persian. We will try to show how Kurdish deal with these so-called "universal hierarchies" and to what extent they are observed in practice. We will see that although Ilami observes some of these rules considerably, asymmetries are also found in this dialect of Kurdish. Nevertheless, mismatches do not necessarily result in producing ungrammatical structures, but only marked ones.
Introduction
Typology is a branch of linguistics which studies the structural similarities between languages, regardless of their history, as part of an attempt to establish a satisfactory classification, or typology of languages. Typological comparison is thus distinguished from the historical comparison of languages-the province of Comparative Philology and Historical Linguistics-and its grouping may not coincide with those set up by the historical method (Crystal, 2003) . Word order typology, as a main branch of typology, is now considered as one of the most important fields of typological research. Although an awareness of a relationship between the order of verb and object and other word order characteristics dates back to at least the nineteenth century, it is the work of Greenberg (1963) that is generally viewed as marking the beginning of an interest in word order typology. The basic idea of word order typology is that there is an association or correlation between a numbers of word order characteristics, so that given a single word order characteristic of a language, like the order of verb and object, one can predict, at least in a statistical sense, a variety of other characteristics of the language.
word order typology and the notion of markedness are tightly interconnected. In other words, basic word orders are considered as unmarked patterns, based on which unmarked and natural structures are produced. As soon as they violate such hierarchies in any language, they are tagged as "marked structures".
In this article we aim to focalize word order rules in Kurdish. Indeed, we will try to distinguish marked and unmarked structures in different contexts. As far as we know, no prominent work is done to study word order rules in Kurdish or Ilami (as a dialect of Kurdish). So, we decided to study Ilami to show how and which structures are considered as marked or unmarked in this dialect. In order to collect and analyze our data, we got help from one of the authors" linguistic intuition, as a native speaker of Ilami.
Language universals and linguistic typology is a widely studied topic. Hartsuiker et al (1999) hypothesized the existence of a linearization process, which imposes order on a constituent structure. They assume that this structure is specified with respect to hierarchal relations between constituent but not with respect to word order. They tested this hypothesis in a primed picture description experiment. And finally they argue that their results support the notion of a linearization process and reject the alternative explanation that the results should be attributed to persistent selection of a fully specified syntactic frame. Vigliocco & Nicol (1998) address the question whether hierarchical relations and word order can be separated in sentence production. Based on their experiments they argue that a stage in language production in which a syntactic structure is built prior to a stage in which words are assigned to their linear position. Here we refer to some other typological works: Comrie (1989) , Croft (1990) Downing & Noonan (1995), Dryer (1997) , Greenberg (1974) , Greenberg, et al (1978) , Horne (1966) , Mallison & Blake (1981) , Pullum (1981) , Shibatani & Bynon (1995) , Shopen (1985) , Song (2000) , Vogel & Comrie (2000) , Whaley (1997) . ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 Present topic has been studied in Persian too. Sharifi (2004) points out some findings about word order rules in contemporary Persian. For example, she claims that Persian tends to be post-field, that is subject preferably comes before other constituents like object, etc. She also rejects full observance of Persian to the above rules (hierarchies), by illustrating some counterexamples. She argues that movements do not necessarily lead to producing ungrammatical sentences; but uttered structures simply seem to be marked and less natural.
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An introduction to Kurdish
Kurdish as a new western Iranian language has speakers dispersed within broad regions of Iran, from west (Kurdistan, Kermanshah and Ilam) to the east (Khurasan), (Gunter: 2004, xxv-xxvi) . This language has two main dialect groups. The northern group spoken from Mosul, Iraq, into the Caucasus, is called Kurmānji; in Turkey, Hawar (Turkized Latin) characters are used in the written form (Britannica).
Ilami, a less studied dialect, is one of the Kurdish varieties, and is widely spoken in Ilam, a small mountainous city located in the west of Iran. Ilami shares some features with Kermanshahi and Kalhori, unlike most Kurdish varieties, this dialect has no ergative system. (Kalbassi, 2010) 
Theoretical Framework
Siewierska in his book (1988) proposes seven linearization hierarchies for English. Below, we list and shortly define each hierarchy:
The Familiarity Hierarchy
The notion of "familiarity" in the sense used here is adapted from Ertel(1997) , who defines it in terms of "closeness to the speaker"s cognitive field". Familiarity is seen to be a relative notion dependent on variables internal to the speaker. It encompasses topicality, givenness, definiteness, referentiality, and perhaps temporal priority, but also purely idiosyncratic factors such as personal preference, emotive involvement, expertise in a given field, etc. (p 61)
The Topic > Comment Hierarchy
The term "topic" will be used here in the sense of "what is spoken of" or "what the utterance is primarily about". The term "comment" will denote what is said about the topic. In most discussions of discourse structure, it is customary to distinguish the part of the utterance that represents the most important or salient piece of information with respect to the pragmatic information between the speaker and addressee; such information will be referred to as the "focus" (Dik 1978:149) . (p, 64-65) 
The Iconicity Hierarchy (=The Universal Sequencing Conventions)
The iconicity or experiential inconicity (Enkvist 1981) hierarchy expresses the preference for linearization patterns isomorphic to the temporal order of experiences or actions in the universe of discourse. It is conventional to interpret the linear order in which matters are International Journal of Linguistics ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 presented as representing actual temporal succession. Therefore following examples would normally be understood as depicting different sequences of events.
a. We had a cup of coffee and went for a walk.
b. We went for a walk and had a cup of coffee. (p, 79)
The Definiteness and Referentiality Hierarchy
Definiteness and referentiality correlate directly with givenness; definite constituents are assumed to be identifiable by the hearer; referential ones, though not necessarily already identifiable, are taken to exist, and to have a unique identity in the universe of discourse. Therefore the definiteness and referentiality are subsets of the given>new hierarchy.(p, 75)
The Person, Semantic Role and Social Status Hierarchy
Person
The order suggested for person is so: 
The Formal Hierarchy
The investigation of the effect of the formal hierarchies on order will begin with Dik"s (1978 Dik"s ( , 1984 insightful account of this issue captures in his Language Independent Preferred Order of Constituents Schema (LIPOC). LIPOC asserts that, the preferred location of an item to the left of < is before that of an item to the right of <. I. clitic < pronoun< noun phrase< adpositional phrase< subordinate clause (p, 31)
Data Analysis
Here we represent some Kurdish examples for each hierarchy. In order to explain and clarify the examples more obviously, English literal and exact translations are given for each instance: As we can see some names are likely to come before others and this can be partially the matter of familiarity. In fact nouns which are more familiar and naturally more focal come first. If we look at the first example, we will figure out that"Ali" is more familiar to the speaker/ listener than "his sister", thus it comes first. This general rule can be true about other examples too:
zenɑwu baet͡ ʃele t͡ ʃəgən aere terɑn.
zenaw>baet͡ ʃel "zenaw" seems to be more familiar to the audience. It should be noted this does not mean "preposing" always makes ungrammatical sentences; however, new sentences may be less International Journal of Linguistics ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 www.macrothink.org/ijl 24 natural and uncommon: xweʃkejo aeli hɑtən aere mɑɭmɑn baet͡ ʃeleu zenɑw t͡ ʃəgən aere terɑn. baet͡ ʃel > zenaw We hinted to "familiarity" as an important factor of determining where a noun should be placed in a sentence. But there are some examples that are difficult to be justified by familiarity criterion alone. In the following example, familiarity can be only one factor determining which noun comes first. Additionally, context and focus seem to be more effective: dɑɭəgu bɑwgəm fərae xuwən New structure is not only grammatical but also as natural as the first: bɑwgu dɑɭəgəm fərae xuwən It seems that in the former mother is focalized and in the latter father, and here familiarity is less consequential. 
A sweet juicy watermelon
In Ilami, it is not common to have a long sequence of adjectives alongside; it tends to use them separately by using conjunctions like "u" (and) after each adjective: mɑlə taemiz u raejin u gərd u fərd Additionally, order is not very important when adjectives are considered. Indeed, adjectives can come before or after other adjectives to produce grammatical sentences: ʃɑmijə ʃərinə ɑwdɑr ʃɑmijə ɑwdɑrə ʃərin su ʃuwaeki t͡ ʃəm tomorrow morning go I
I will go tomorrow morning.
Topic is an item that is usually known by the speaker/listener and it tends to come at the beginning of sentences as do "saeid" and "dɑɭəgəm" in the following examples:
saeid hɑde tɑ ewɑrae bejɑj dɑɭəgəm dae daesəm nɑrəhaetae It is obvious that these known names containing old information are mentioned first, and then we try to say some new information about them. We refer to this new information as the comment of topic:
saeid hɑde tɑ ewɑrae bejɑjcoming of Said dɑɭəgəm dae daesəm nɑrəhaetaeannoyance of my mother Subjects (topics) in the following instances are not overt; however they are still inferable via the verb endings:
kolə hɑd͡ ʒaetelae ʃurtəgae Pro ej (She)
International Journal of Linguistics ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 www.macrothink.org/ijl 26 su ʃuwaeki t͡ ʃəm Pro mə(I)
We should say that topic in Ilami Kurdish is not necessarily matched with the subject of the sentence, it can take different functions as in the following examples, "kɔrə haemsɑjaemɑn" is the object of a passive verb and "jɑn" is the object of preposition: diʃɑw kɔrə haemsɑjaemɑn dae nɑm d͡ ʒaengɑn ʃaelə paelɑw bi. daengə dʊjə dəjɑn nijae sɑrɑw nɑdər waerdə jaek d͡ ʒaeng kərdənae Sara and Nader together quarrel has done Sara and Nader has had a quarrel.
d͡ ʒʊd͡ ʒəgu mərxe waerdə jaek saenəm a chicken and a hen together bought I I bought a chicken and a hen.
aliju baet͡ ʃele hɑtən aere mɑɭəmɑn Ali and children his came for house our Ali and his children came to our house.
In Kurdish, definite and referential nouns usually come first. Again it does not mean other forms are ill-formed: a) haesaen u kɔre waerdə jaek dim b) kɔre ju haesaen waerdə jaek dim Although using indefinite words before definite nouns do not make an ungrammatical sentence, the output is rather unnatural. But this is not true about other forms: a) When two nouns are both definite, order is not important: sɑrɑw nɑdər waerdə jaek d͡ ʒaeng kərdənae nɑdəru sɑrɑ waerdə jaek d͡ ʒaeng kərdənae a) When two nouns are both indefinite, order is not important: d͡ ʒʊd͡ ʒəgu mərxe waerdə jaek saenəm mərxegu d͡ ʒʊd͡ ʒəge waerdə jaek saenəm International Journal of Linguistics ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 hɑtənu t͡ ʃəgən coming and going
To come and go dae mɑɭ tɑ dɑnəʃgɑ wae pɑ t͡ ʃu from house to university with foot goes She walks from the house to the university dae ʃuwaeki tɑ ewɑrae hɑmae dɑw from morning to evening run I I work round the clock gjɑn dɑmɑw gjɑn saenəmae soul given have soul gotten have
I have been in the agony of death
In a sentence, items like numbers, weekdays, time, etc are placed in an ordered manner. For example ʃaemae-jeʃaemae is more common than jeʃaemae-ʃaemae: ʃaemae jeʃaemae t͡ ʃimən.
It is also more probable to use the source (place or time) before the goal: dae mɑɭ tɑ dɑnəʃgɑ wae pɑ t͡ ʃu tɑ dɑnəʃgɑ dae mɑɭ wae pɑ t͡ ʃu (unnatural) 
Those and these
When "person" is considered, it does not matter which noun/pronoun comes first. In other words we cannot claim that "a" is more acceptable than "b" or "c" than "d", except that the noun/pronoun coming first is probably more focalized:
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Hesen turned back the book to the library
Based on examples, we can claim that agents in Kurdish always come before other semantic roles. But following sentences are still grammatical, albeit less common:
həsen kətɑwae dɑ dʊmɑ wae raefiqe. Agent>…> Recipient kətɑwae dɑ dʊmɑ wae kətɑwaexɑnae həsen. Recipient>….> Agent 
Father and son
Social status is not very affective in Kurdish. As we can see "dijaet" and "ʒən" which are expected to come after kɔr and pejɑg, are uttered before: a) dijaetu kɔre dere b) bɑwgu kɔr 
Sweet and bitter
If we look at examples mentioned above, we can see that some of them are in accordance with the theory, which states constituents with positive sense come first: ISSN 1948 -5425 2013 x ɑ ɭuwəmu j ɑ n xʊni jaekən uncle and they bloody each other are My uncle and they are enemies.
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If we analyze sentences, to determine whether pronouns or nouns come first, we will recognize that pronouns are more likely to come first, but surely the other form is acceptable (even sometimes more natural as in example 2) yet: a) hae xwaem zɑnəm t͡ ʃae we biʃəm b) hae xwaem zɑnəm we t͡ ʃae biʃəm
Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to show, to what extent Kurdish structures, i.e. sentences; phrases, etc are in accordance with the seven hierarchies proposed by Allan (1987) and Siewierska (1988) .
iconicity hierarchy and thus unmarked. On the other hand, many other examples show that Kurdish structures break these rules repeatedly. It can be concluded that Kurdish word order is not that rigid, because it allows movements (at sentence or smaller levels) which can result in producing marked sentences or phrases which seem to be less natural (not necessarily ungrammatical). As we saw "adjective order" is totally flexible. It does not matter which adjective comes first or is nearer to the head (=noun). It is also concluded that the place of an item is not exclusively determined by a single hierarchy. It is more logical to accept that some of mentioned hierarchies are interconnected and consequently affect a sentence/phrase word order together. Thus they should not be considered separately, because they often interact to determine the place in which a constituent can come. If we analyze "aelijo xweʃke hɑtən aere mɑɭmɑn" attentively, we will see that it can be a parallel effect of referentiality, familiarity and definiteness on "Ali", coming first.
